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About This Game

Experience true combat gameplay in a massive military sandbox. Deploying a wide variety of single- and multiplayer content,
over 20 vehicles and 40 weapons, and limitless opportunities for content creation, this is the PC’s premier military game.

Authentic, diverse, open - Arma 3 sends you to war.

Key Features in Arma 3

Altis & Stratis
Defeat your enemy on a richly detailed, open-world battlefield – stretching over 290 km² of Mediterranean island
terrain. From expansive cities to rolling hills, whether steamrolling your tank across the dusty plains, flying a transport
helicopter over the dense forests, or waging asymmetric warfare from the rocky hills, the islands of Altis and Stratis are
dynamic worlds, which lend themselves to the most varied engagements in gaming.

Weapons & Vehicles
Head into combat on foot, drive armored vehicles, or take to the skies in helicopters and jets. Conduct a combined arms
attack over air, land, and sea, with over 20 vehicles to drive and pilot, 40+ weapons to pick from, customizable loadouts
with short- and long-distance attachments, and various types of gear to suit your needs on the battlefield. With a massive
arsenal at your disposal, Arma 3 moves you into a world of tactical opportunities.

Singleplayer
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Follow the story of Ben Kerry, a soldier who gets caught up in a Mediterranean flashpoint, across three gameplay-driven
campaign episodes: Survive, Adapt, Win. Immerse yourself in Arma 3’s diverse gameplay by completing the focused
showcase scenarios. Run through the competitive firing drills to hone your shooting and movement skills, and complete
your training by signing up to Arma 3 Bootcamp, which features SP and MP tutorials, and a dedicated Virtual Reality
practice environment.

Multiplayer
Fight online in the massive military sandbox that is Arma 3. Form a squad and team up against your enemy in the
official Defend and Seize multiplayer scenarios. Or jump into one of the many popular unofficial game modes
developed by the Arma 3 community. Experience a new form of multiplayer in Arma 3 Zeus, where Game Masters have
the ability to influence the battlefield of other players in real-time.

Content Creation
Start creating your own experiences with Arma 3’s intuitive scenario editor and powerful modding tools. Enjoy a
platform filled with player-created content, ranging from custom weapons and vehicles, to intense singleplayer scenarios
and entirely new multiplayer game modes. Share and discover content on the Arma 3 Steam Workshop, which lets you
install player-created content with a click of a button.

Revamped Engine
Navigate the battlefield with fluid new animations; feel the devastating power of combat with the upgraded sound
engine, new ragdoll simulation and PhysX™-supported vehicles. Pushed forward by game-changing innovations, the
highly moddable Real Virtuality™ 4 engine powers a new generation of Arma with even more stunning graphics, broad
simulation gameplay, and massive sandbox terrains.
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Title: Arma 3
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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I live in the country and just went through a septic tank (sewage) problem and out of just fun I was thinking heh let's play this
game "Darm Matter" since the name itself reminded me of my poop experience recently. well what I didn't expect is for this
experience to get worse. First a big foot slaps up on the scream for the companies logo of what appeasrs to be flying poop of all
shapes and sizes. So, I start up a campaign and start firing away at this floating poo and all be the firing sounds like terds going
into a toilet. Then trying to figure out the controls which wasn't WASD I get pop up tutorial and thrust uncontrablly into the
flying poo while firing terd noises and collide with the upmost and grossest plop noise like more poo hitting the bottom of a
sceptic.

Now if you've ever played Asteroids on Atari then picture than with flying crap on the scream with toilet noises to match and
you get Dark Matter.

Any game that reminds me of my sewage experience with a name to match with flying terds and noises too match is thumbs
down. I should be paid for the nightmares about terds I will have I am forever mentally damaged from this game.

Bottom line:
It's a terd of a game.....LITERALLY.
. LEGENDARY GAME. A solid casual open world FPS. There are two arguments why I would recommend this game:

1) Clearing outposts, which are enemy camps, in a stealthy manner by knife or by bow and arrow is satisfying.

2) You like the tropical setting and looking for an immersive tropical atmosphere. So far I haven't encountered a game which
simulates the tropical setting better than Far Cry 3 with its beautifully crafted island. Just roaming around is quite relaxing.

The story isn't as good as people say in my opinion. It drags on for too long and it contains an annoying filler about artifact
hunting which takes place in caves (sewers and caves should be banned from videogames!). Vaas is one of the best antagonists I
have seen in a videogame and it's a shame he didn't get more screen time. Be aware that FC3 makes use of Uplay.. Game was
good, now bad. Sad tbh, it happened.. **update**
**years later**
I checked, and sure enough, as was pointed out to me, the messy backgrounds do appear to have been adjusted to be easier on
the eyes. Also, pretty much Pixel Puzzles Ultimate has superceded all of the previous standalone games, so there's that. Anyway!
What follows is the original review as written back then,

I was liking the Pixel Puzzles series until this one, where they decided to make the game difficult to interact with in pointless
ways.
As you can see from the featured screenshots, the background you have to do your puzzles against is just a mess of random
lines. If you have ever wondered why people don't choose to do their jigsaw puzzles on a paisley tablecloth or their clan tartan,
then here is your answer.
As you can also see from the screenshots, the UI buttons float in the water with the puzzle pieces, making it harder to pick the
pieces up.
The crabs... the crabs that run out from under the pieces are simply a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Add in the
fuzzy, low-res, and rather boring pictures of birds, and it starts to look like the features screenshots on the store page are not so
much an enticement to play the game, but a dire prophecy, foretelling the horrors that await within.
It's not a bad thing to mix things up a bit, and make some changes to sequel games to keep them fresh, but every change they
made to the series with this game has been for the worse, and that is what I find most puzzling of all.. The horse riding was quite
cool, but the frequent crashes, bad acting and dialouge result in a medicore experience.. the game is fantastic but thers so few
players. Uhm, sorry no but it just feels... contrived. Being edgy for edgyness sake is just not enough. Unless that's your thing. I
won't make a refund, since it's so cheap, but I wouldn't mind having spent time on something else.. Seven years ago about, this 
thing released. A remake of Painkiller, of sorts. I guess there was an effort, an attempt?
Aside from abhorrent business practices (selling parts of the original game as DLC and the game still - 2019 - being far too
expensive) this is surprisingly alright. It's fun to some larger degree, but don't expect to be blown away quite the same way original
Painkiller did. Still fine for mindless shoot action akin to Quake, but nothing more than that, even if an upgrade in terms of
graphics compared to the original. The story ends, suggesting a sequel, but that won't ever happen.
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The game has challenges, or micro-campaigns if you will, which are fairly nice too, just more content to fool around with.

In the end, this feels unfinished and the further you progress strangely soul-less. I suspect the publisher saw awful sales numbers
and decided to pull staff from it's development. Multiplayer is dead too, as one would expect, but it was never really alive to begin
with.

If you can grab it on a sale I recommend it, otherwise stay away for now, get Painkiller: Black Edition instead.
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For those who are facing problems with full screen you can watch this video it helped me .

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GAojyBPCjs8

The game is nice , if you played Iron Triangle , the English version of this ,but with no Power Up kit you will be familiar with
this one ,and you will not face any problems at all , you will memorize everything in a short time .

This is my experience with the Power up kit so far .

The AI has been improved , I didn't see any attacking ports stupidly , but I think you can use cheap tactics , like letting one of
your castle empty ,so that the AI attack you and then come back with a massive army and destroy him .I really don't use like
these kind of cheap tactics .

Also the AI has been a tough challenge on hard difficulty , I restared the game twice until now .Although I am 100%
understanding the game and I have beat the English version more than 20 times on hard difficulty .

You can trade with western people in order to teach you some tech , also you can ally with bandits , ninja clan , merchants , and
pirates , each have a special usefull thing when allying with them .

Also you can change the amount of troops ,food ,money ,tech for you or the AI .

And 3 new scenarios including battle of Sekighara scenario .

I really like this game and I do recommend it of you are a fan of strategy games .. \u2764 Audience \u2764
\u2611 Beginner
\u2611 Casual Gamer
\u2610 Normal Gamer
\u2610 Expert

\u263c Graphics \u263c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u266c Music \u266c
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2620 Difficulty \u2620
\u2611 Easy
\u2611 Average
\u2610 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
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\u2610 Hard
\u2610 Unfair

\u00a7 Bugs \u00a7
\u2610 Bugs destroy the game
\u2610 Lots of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2610 You can use them for speedrun
\u2611 Nothing encountered

\u262f Story \u262f
\u2611 There is none
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Alright
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

\u2694 Gameplay \u2694
\u2610 Frustrating
\u2610 Sleepy
\u2611 Boring
\u2611 Fun
\u2610 Challenging

\u06de Game time \/ Length \u06de
\u2611 Really short (0 - 3 hours)
\u2610 Short (4 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
\u2610 Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
\u2610 Very Long (61-100 hours)
\u2610 Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price \/ Quality $
\u2610 Full price
\u2611 Wait for Sale
\u2610 Don't buy
\u2610 Refund it if you can
\u2610 Free. This is the best game of cerdocornios in all the universe, the cerdocornio is so hot and sexy, when I was playing I
had an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 <3. The price is too low for the plentiful amount of songs. Great deal, 10\/10.
(I wouldn't normally pay $10 for 4 songs but dang the theme song is so freaking catchy). Wow, so I'm 90+ hours into this game,
and I guess after this much time, I should give it a thumbs up. But there are still a lot of issues with this game. It's certainly not
worth full price. Here's hoping future editions clean up all the bugs?
-------------------------------------------------------------------
The Good
-------------------------------------------------------------------
It's a pretty good hockey simulation. You get the chance to be the GM and Manager of a Pro Hockey team, and the player
ratings seem to be mostly up-to-date. And you can modify the ratings if you don't agree, or if a player ends up developing into a
Superstar and you want to mirror that.

It's basically OOTP but Hockey.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
The Bad
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Apparently, from reading other reviews, if you try to do a lot of custom stuff, the game gets unstable fast. For me, I have only
encountered one game breaking (So awful that you have to quit and start over from Square 1) bug. And that was when my Free
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Agent Money Available went negative. From what I've read so far, this was a bug from earlier years, so looks like it's still not
fixed?

There are lots of weird little bugs in the game, too. None of them game breaking. Stuff like when you're actually playing a
game, the Powerplay clock goes nuts, and keeps flashing the last 10 seconds over and over again. Or the game will announce
someone got injured in the game, but they keep on playing.

Other things wrong in the game are just design choices and lack of flexibilty in the model. Why can't I change financial rules
only on July 1? Why do top FA's sign so quickly to other teams? The UI for choosing Strategies and Roles for your Players is set
up such that they keep defaulting to bad choices.

Like OOTP a lot of things aren't explained anywhere. Like I still have no idea if there's a difference between having one
Assistant Coach or 20. I still haven't found an easy way to tell my AI assistant to scout all the hockey leagues in the world, so
despite having 30+ scouts who aren't even busy all of the time, I'll still end up with many top rated players not getting scouted.
The UI should offer to do this automatically, IMHO.

TLDR Version: There's lots of stuff that should be automated and lots of things you never get told about or can look at easily.

So, yes, I don't recommend FHM4. Not at full price. Wait til FHM5 and see if there's less complaints about bugs, etc.. good
pack and parts

Tokyo Game Show Sales and Announcements!:
Tokyo Game Show has started!
Playism is not only exhibiting some awesome games, but we are also joining up with Steam to hold some Tokyo Game Show
Sales for everyone worldwide to join in!

Find
the full list of Playism titles on Sale here!

As well as a huge selection of games on Sale, Playism is also proud to present our upcoming games and projects!

CINERIS SOMNIA. Weekly Sale have begun!:
Hi All
We are starting this week with a Weekly Sale! Today you'll be able to grab Artifact Adventure Gaiden on sale!
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/675490/Artifact_Adventure_Gaiden/

Make sure you also check out Artifact Adventure!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/359440/Artifact_Adventure/

Check out more Playism titles on Sale![blog.playism-games.com]
. Steam Weekly Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

We hope that you are doing well!!
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We are excited to announce that we have a whole range of Playism titles on sale this week with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.

Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

---

Playism. The Lunar New Year Sales have begun!:
The Lunar New Year Sales have begun!
 Today we have set Artifact Adventure Gaiden on sale!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/675490/Artifact_Adventure_Gaiden/

 

 Check out other great Playism titles on Sale here![blog.playism-games.com]. Artifact Adventure Gaiden Coming Soon Page
Now Available:
Hi everyone,

Today we opened the Coming Soon page for the Game Boy-like retro JRPG Artifact Adventure Gaiden by bluffman. The
game's release is currently scheduled for January 9th (JST).

http://store.steampowered.com/app/675490/Artifact_Adventure_Gaiden/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7XjgQOQC3Y

A spinoff of the original Artifact Adventure, this JRPG retains the 2D open world-like free scenarios and freedom of choice
that made the original so popular.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/359440/Artifact_Adventure/

In preparation for a terrible disaster set to befall the world three years in the future, as the player, you must make a variety of
decisions along your journey. These choices may prove extremely helpful down the road.
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Instead of a command-selection RPG format, this title features a 2D action-RPG feel which dramatically changes the way you
play.
Find as many artifacts as possible and enhance your character to the max.

We hope fans of the original title will add this to their Wishlists and look forward to the official release.

And of course, those who haven't played the original can jump right in as well!. # Friends Part 2:
Imminent disaster is coming.
The day of departure is near.
『Artifact Adventure Gaiden』 series will release on 9 January 2018.
Let's get ready for the fight!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/675490/Artifact_Adventure_Gaiden/

As for other persons of note...
There are about six others who wish to take an adventure to change something or save something.
I’ll tell you about them one at a time.

“Pete”, the rookie knight.

A patriot with a bright future, he’s been training since he was young.
Take him along with you, and he’ll teach you how to use halberds to inflict death blows and how to defend against enemy
attacks.

“Emilia”, the castle pharmacist.
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Passionate in her research into healing all sorts of illnesses and injuries, she’s crucial to soldiers with life-threatening wounds.
Take her along with you, and she’ll improve the effects of normal potions and use specially brewed potions to increase your
natural fighting abilities.

“Glen”, the war dog.
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Glen is a dog employed at the castle as an experiment.
His trainer is training him thoroughly in order to ensure his permanent employment.
Take him along with you, and he’ll help fight off fiends, provide chances for combo attacks, and help discover items and life
globes during battle.

“Jack”, the ex-bandit.

Devoted to polishing his skills, he has stolen innumerable treasures without hurting anyone.
Through no fault of his own, he ended up accidentally injuring someone during one of his heists, and so due to breaking his own
rule, he turned himself in to the castle.
His prison time has ended, but he still hangs out in the dungeons.
Take him along with you, and he can help discover shortcuts through the dungeons, as well as teach you how to use fine blades
and evade attacks.

“Rey”, the kingdom wizard.
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A researcher of non-artifact supernatural powers, he has the power of prediction, fortune-telling, and seeing the future.
Recently, he’s been acting strangely, saying he’s seen some sort of vision...
Take him along with you, and he’ll teach you special powers such as how to increase the power of life globes, activate elements,
and drawing in items.

“Saturday”, the servant.
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A hardworking, serious, and trustworthy servant.
With his immense strength and power, he’s perfect for hauling items and breaking stuff.
He’s basically one big chunk of muscle.
Take him along with you, and he’ll carry large amounts of items, teach you how to get stronger, and how to effectively use tools,
broadaxes and such.

Facing danger head on, things will get rough and you’ll need help.
You should take maybe two of these people with you.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/675490/Artifact_Adventure_Gaiden/
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